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Posts: 3

Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« on: Aug 13th, 2009, 8:36am »  Quote  Modify

 
 
I was given some old kitchen gadgets & these two skillets were among the fun stuff found...also a
set of Flint utensils. what is the value of these two pans?

 IP Logged

Doris Mosier
G&CICA Administrator

I love vintage cast iron
cookware

    

   

Gender: 

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #1 on: Aug 14th, 2009, 12:56am »  Quote  Modify

Hello, Peglee6.    First, welcome to the forum.  Hope you use it often.   The #3 piquaware is fairly
common, so about $15-20, assuming it is in great shape, without defects like pitting or cracks or
discoloration, and is clean and ready to use.  The same for the #6 Griswold.  It's value is about $25-
35, if it's not a small logo.   What is the logo on it?  Block GRISWOLD or slant GRISWOLD?   Does
it say Erie, Pa. under that cross and double circle or does it say Erie, Pa., U.S.A.  or just ERIE?
 That can make a small difference............doris

 IP Logged

Doris Mosier
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Posts: 1550 contact me at dmosier@griswoldcookware.com
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I love YaBB 1G - SP1!

    

  

Posts: 3

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #2 on: Aug 14th, 2009, 8:34am »  Quote  Modify

It has block griswold in the circle cross & erie pa only..no cracks or rust. thanks for the response.

 IP Logged

JBelden
G&CICA Active Member
.

Everything tastes better from
Iron

    

 

Posts: 222

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #3 on: Aug 14th, 2009, 10:04am »  Quote  Modify

Hi Peglee6, 
 
Welcome to the G&CICA forum.  Based on your description of Erie, PA, without the USA, it appears
you have a what is known as a small logo #6.  These were made between 1944 and 1957.  In "as
found" (some carbon etc but otherwise good) condition these bring $10 or so on eBay.  Cleaned up
maybe $15-$20 (if you have a couple people interested) from what I have seen recently. 
 
Best, 
 
John 
 

 IP Logged

Any and all  posts made by myself are, by default, my opinion. These opinions are based on personal observation and and/or
discussion with others, as well as from reading published text when available

Steve Stephens
G&CICA Forum User
.

Love Cast Iron Cookware

    

  

Posts: 420

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #4 on: Aug 14th, 2009, 11:53am »  Quote  Modify

on Aug 14th, 2009, 10:04am, JBelden wrote:
 These were made between 1944 and 1957.  

The small trademark Griswold was made starting in 1939 (hinged items) and from 1940 on in most
other items and up through 1957.

 IP Logged

For sale; 100+ pieces of iron cookware, mostly 19th century stovetop skillets + some Griswold, etc. Call me at 415-453-7790

peglee6
G&CICA Forum User

I love YaBB 1G - SP1!

    

  

Posts: 3

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #5 on: Aug 14th, 2009, 12:05pm »  Quote  Modify

Thank you for your response. It's nice to know more about when they were made. I guess after
lookin on e-bay the Flint arrow utensils I recieved w/these pans were a true jem! Have a great
weekend! 

 IP Logged

JBelden
G&CICA Active Member
.

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #6 on: Aug 14th, 2009, 4:16pm »  Quote  Modify

on Aug 14th, 2009, 11:53am, Steve Stephens wrote:

The small trademark Griswold was made starting in 1939 (hinged items) and from 1940 on in
most other items and up through 1957.
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Everything tastes better from
Iron

    

 

Posts: 222

 
Steve, as I am sure you know I am just quoting the dates that are published in the Blue Book by
Smith & Wafford.  I wish I had access to other historical information that may be around.  It would be
great if you would post some of the great written archives that I am sure you have squirreled away
someplace. 
 
Best, 
 
John 

 IP Logged

Any and all  posts made by myself are, by default, my opinion. These opinions are based on personal observation and and/or
discussion with others, as well as from reading published text when available

Steve Stephens
G&CICA Forum User
.

Love Cast Iron Cookware

    

  

Posts: 420

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #7 on: Aug 14th, 2009, 8:10pm »  Quote  Modify

John, my archives are mostly in my head and some are probably on the off limits to me WAGS site.  
I would like to see Dave's book updated and added to.  It could use more educational material to add
to all the photos. 
 
Doris, if you don't have my Cast Iron Cookware News on this site for all to see you have my
permission to copy it to the site.  You'll have to find someone who has the issues but there should be
lots of sets out there.

 IP Logged

For sale; 100+ pieces of iron cookware, mostly 19th century stovetop skillets + some Griswold, etc. Call me at 415-453-7790

Doris Mosier
G&CICA Administrator

I love vintage cast iron
cookware

    

   

Gender: 
Posts: 1550

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #8 on: Aug 16th, 2009, 11:55am »  Quote  Modify

I'll put out an all-call then for Steve's set of newsletters--I had a complete set in my possession from
a member of GCICA, but they were donated just this year to the Erie library or the ECHS
museum...Dave Lange placed them in one or the other.      
 
Does any one out there have a complete set of Steve's newsletters?    If so, contact Lou
ecoacres@sbcglobal.net or me at dmosier1@zoominternet.net. 
 
Thanks for permission, Steve--there's much to learn from reading your newsletters........doris

 IP Logged

Doris Mosier

publications for:
Griswold & Cast Iron Cookware Association
Appraisal Committee chairperson
Pan Handler editor
contact me at dmosier@griswoldcookware.com

Dwayne Henson
G&CICA Forum User
.

    

 

Gender: 
Posts: 51

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #9 on: Sep 5th, 2009, 10:06pm »  Quote  Modify

Doris: 
  Just read your new files from Steve's old newsletter, CICN. Now this might get me kicked off your
site, but those files you have posted were stolen from the Wagner & Griswold Society's website, from
the members only side of that forum. Now the newsletters are Steve's, but those you posted were
made into that format by Marty, of WaGS, after many hours of work, that was also paid for by Greg
Stahl, with Steve's permission. Now if you or someone on this forum wanted to take original paper
copies and make your own files, with Steve's permission, that would be fine, but as they are it isn't
right, it's stolen material and should be removed. If you doubt this why is Marty listed on them? Not
only should they be removed, but in my way of thinking the thief should be named. I have always
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enjoyed reading both cast iron forums, and have friends on both, but this is unethical. I don't believe
that you knew about this and wanted you to know so that the right thing can be done.

 IP Logged

Steve Stephens
G&CICA Forum User
.

Love Cast Iron Cookware

    

  

Posts: 420

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #10 on: Sep 5th, 2009, 11:53pm »  Quote  Modify

Doris, 
If the pdf. of my Cast Iron Cookware News currently posted on your site is going to cause problems
why not delete it and make a copy of CICN from an original printed newsletter for which you have
my permission?    
 
Edit: 
on Sep 5th, 2009, 10:06pm, Dwayne Henson wrote:
Now the newsletters are Steve's, but those you posted were made into that format by Marty, of
WaGS, after many hours of work, that was also paid for by Greg Stahl, with Steve's permission.
Now if you or someone on this forum wanted to take original paper copies and make your own
files, with Steve's permission, that would be fine, but as they are it isn't right, it's stolen material
and should be removed. If you doubt this why is Marty listed on them?  

I don't disagree with you Dwayne but I do wonder why Marty is listed as "author" on the "properties"
of the pdf.  She is not the author; I am and am also the copyright holder of Cast Iron Cookware
News. 
 
Doris may be on vacation.  I hope she gets back soon and makes any needed changes.

 IP Logged

For sale; 100+ pieces of iron cookware, mostly 19th century stovetop skillets + some Griswold, etc. Call me at 415-453-7790

Dwayne Henson
G&CICA Forum User
.

    

 

Gender: 
Posts: 51

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #11 on: Today at 12:08am »  Quote  Modify

Steve that is the best solution.  
 
Your newsletter is your newsletter, to do with what you wish, but this use of a pdf, stolen from
another site cheapens this forum,  makes it look bad, and nobody wants that. 
 
"I don't disagree with you Dwayne but I do wonder why Marty is listed as "author" on the "properties"
of the pdf.  She is not the author; I am and am also the copyright holder of Cast Iron Cookware
News." 
 
One reason, and I'm guessing here,  might be that Marty was the registered user of the  software
program or programs she had to use to make those copies of yours in a pdf format. I know that on
some software I have that as the registered user it places my name in some unusual places in the
background. Your newsletters have your name on them and everyone knows they are your work.
The authorship of your newsletters is not in dispute.  
 
The dispute is in the ethics. I'm sure the Admin. here will look into this to ensure it doesn't happen
again. I would have the same problem if material from here was stolen and posted on WaGS. I'm
just old fashioned, stealing is wrong.

 IP Logged

lou_wright
G&CICA Administrator

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #12 on: Today at 7:56am »  Quote  Modify

ALL, 
 
When we received the PDF's of Steve's CICN, we did not know they came from the WAGS site.  We
will be working to correct this situation. 
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Past President,  G & CICA

    

  

Gender: 
Posts: 167  IP Logged

Jenny Schwartz
G&CICA Forum User

    

 

Gender: 
Posts: 1

Re: Favorite 3a Piquaware/ Griswold 699 #6 ?
« Reply #13 on: Today at 11:13am »  Quote  Modify

Lou, 
 
Thank you for looking into this matter 
 
Jenny

 IP Logged

Jenny
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